1. So it was really cool, good presentation. Very interesting.

2. Thank you for your time. Very interesting presentation!
3. Thank you for the presentation & example of how useful computer science can be.
4. Thank you for your time and the presentation - it was very informative.
6. Very good thanks for the presentation
7. I learned a lot a it stick with me.
8. I learned a lot.
9. Want me to learn about computer science now.
10. Very fascinating
11. Super interesting
12. Really complicated algorithms, very cool.
13. Very creative, good ideas for new medicine
14. Looks amazing and is very brilliant
15. Very interesting way to tie a real world problem to computer science.
16. Presented the information in an interesting way and made it palatable. Well done!
17. Highly impressed with the accuracy of the software.
18. GREAT!
19. Very impressive! Continue improving and you will continue to amaze us all.
Great interactive session! War Eagle!

Great overview/development - thanks for the demo!

I thought the algorithm was very impressive. It took us 20 min to solve it, but the computer snapped it together in 1 second. Impressive!

Wonderful job! Poly-Fold is very impressive! Can't wait to tell my fellow science teachers about it!

Great presentation, active interaction with audience!

Easy to use lab, good presentation

I liked it. It was fun to use, and we'll use it in the future.

Interesting module.

Very fun and easy to use.

Very fun, very hands on, War Eagle!

Great presentation! Thank you.

Well presented, like the hands on interaction & interface w/ Dr. Eadacc barn